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In the structural biology of bacterial substrate-binding proteins (SBPs), a

growing number of comparisons between substrate-bound and substrate-free

forms of metal atom-binding (cluster A-I) SBPs have revealed minimal

structural differences between forms. These observations contrast with SBPs

that bind substrates such as amino acids or nucleic acids and may undergo >60�

rigid-body rotations. Substrate transfer in these SBPs is described by a Venus

flytrap model, although this model may not apply to all SBPs. In this report,

structures are presented of substrate-free (apo) and reconstituted substrate-

bound (holo) YfeA, a polyspecific cluster A-I SBP from Yersinia pestis. It is

demonstrated that an apo cluster A-I SBP can be purified by fractionation when

co-expressed with its cognate transporter, adding an alternative strategy to the

mutagenesis or biochemical treatment used to generate other apo cluster A-I

SBPs. The apo YfeA structure contains 111 disordered protein atoms in a

mobile helix located in the flexible carboxy-terminal lobe. Metal binding triggers

a 15-fold reduction in the solvent-accessible surface area of the metal-binding

site and reordering of the 111 protein atoms in the mobile helix. The flexible

lobe undergoes a 13.6� rigid-body rotation that is driven by a spring-hammer

metal-binding mechanism. This asymmetric rigid-body rotation may be unique

to metal atom-binding SBPs (i.e. clusters A-I, A-II and D-IV).

1. Introduction

Bacterial substrate-binding proteins (SBPs) belong to the

widespread ABC superfamily and specifically have a role in

sequestering various metabolites, including amino acids,

nucleic acids, carbohydrates and metals (Scheepers et al.,

2016). SBPs are thought to freely diffuse through the peri-

plasm of Gram-negative bacteria, anchor to the cytoplasmic

membrane of Gram-positive bacteria as a lipoprotein (Felder

et al., 1999) or be covalently fused to membrane transporters

(Gouridis et al., 2015). SBPs are highly abundant in the cell,

and in some cases compose up to 40% of Gram-positive

surface lipoproteins (Hutchings et al., 2009). SBPs and cognate

ABC importers present attractive therapeutic targets because

they are not found in humans, and infection studies have

shown that disrupting these substrate-transfer mechanisms

greatly attenuates virulence in animal models (Garmory &

Titball, 2004; Paik et al., 2003; Janulczyk et al., 2003; Boyer et

al., 2002; Brown et al., 2001; Fetherston et al., 1999; Bearden &

Perry, 1999). SBPs have low primary amino-acid sequence

identity, but share high tertiary-structural similarity when

comparing SBPs that transfer similar substrates (Scheepers et

al., 2016). Trends in the correlative relationships between

structure and substrate have been organized into a cluster
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system that includes structural details unique to each SBP

cluster (Berntsson et al., 2010). All SBPs follow an

evolutionarily conserved c-clamp architecture containing �/�
globular lobe domains connected by a backbone and inter-

domain �-strand hinges. In many cases, c-clamps bind

substrates at their arch through a mechanism resembling a

Venus flytrap, whereby the lobes of a substrate-free c-clamp

freely rotate and then tightly clasp a substrate molecule,

trapping it inside (Felder et al., 1999; Mao et al., 1982).

Support for the Venus flytrap model has come from struc-

tural comparisons between substrate-free apo and substrate-

bound holo states of many SBPs. Examples include a 43–64�

rigid-body rotation observed between apo and holo ribose-

binding RBP (cluster B; Björkman & Mowbray, 1998), a

48� rigid-body rotation observed between apo and holo

glutamine-binding GlnBP (cluster F-IV; Hsiao et al., 1996) and

a 39� rigid-body rotation observed between apo and holo

molybdate-binding MaModA (cluster D-III; Chan et al., 2010).

Intriguingly, some apo–holo structural comparisons of SBPs

that bind other metal atoms (clusters A-I and D-IV) and

metal-chelate complexes (cluster A-II) have shown minor

structural changes owing to the length of an �-helical back-

bone linker domain constraining rigid-body rotation of the

lobes (Lawrence et al., 1998). Examples include a 4� rigid-body

rotation between apo and holo zinc-binding TroA (cluster A-I;

Lee et al., 2002), a 5� rigid-body rotation between apo and holo

iron-binding SfuA/YfuA (cluster D-IV; Shouldice et al., 2005)

and a 12� rigid-body rotation between apo and holo cyano-

cobalamin-binding BtuF (cluster A-II; Karpowich et al., 2003).

In the case of cluster A-I SBPs, apo–holo structural compar-

isons are often challenging because the protein purifies in the

holo state and does not readily forfeit its substrate. Strategies

to generate apo SBP proteins have included partial dena-

turation, chelation, changes in pH and molecular-biology

modifications such as amino-acid substitution and deletion.

Presently, several apo structures have been obtained using

these methods (Lee et al., 2002; Wei et al., 2007; Yatsunyk et al.,

2008; Abate et al., 2014). Considering that the Venus flytrap

model is not valid in the context of this subgroup of SBPs,

partial denaturation and mutagenesis experiments with the

cluster A-I SBP PsaA have indicated that a spring-hammer

mechanism modulates substrate binding at the arch whereby a

retracted ‘spring-loaded’ amino acid in the apo protein springs

towards a metal atom to lock it in place (Couñago et al., 2014).

However, any structural changes that may occur in addition to

the spring-hammer mechanism during substrate binding in

cluster A-I SBPs presently remain unknown.

Recently, we determined the crystal structure of holo YfeA,

a Yersinia pestis polyspecific cluster A-I SBP (Radka,

DeLucas et al., 2017), and reported a method for purifying apo

YfeA in the presence of the Yfe transporter by fractionation

(Radka et al., 2018), adding an additional strategy for the

production of apo SBP proteins. Analysis of YfeA in the

STRING database of known and predicted protein–protein

interactions (Szklarczyk et al., 2019) yields a protein–protein

interaction network that includes the Yfe transporter as well

as hypothetical interactions with common transporters (i.e.

MntH and Znu) found in other bacteria. The purification of

recombinant YfeA from Escherichia coli cells not expressing

the Yfe transporter results in the production of holo YfeA,

indicating that cross-reactivity between YfeA and other

metal-transport systems is unlikely. In this report, we solved

the crystal structure of apo YfeA as well as that of holo YfeA

that was reconstituted by soaking crystals of apo YfeA with

zinc. Comparison of the apo and reconstituted holo YfeA

structures shows that YfeA uses a spring-hammer mechanism

like that of PsaA to bind metal atoms. A molecular-dynamics

study of the flexibility of apo PsaA suggests that metal-free

PsaA samples structurally distinct conformations that are not

captured by the crystal structure and that these conformations

create a larger, solvent-exposed metal-binding site (Deplazes

et al., 2015). The apo YfeA structure enables the visualization

of this flexible conformation by crystallography for the first

time, as well as calculation of the rigid-body motion that

occurs by the spring-hammer mechanism. Apo YfeA contains

111 disordered protein atoms in a mobile helix and a 94.0 Å2

metal-binding site. The spring-hammer mechanism triggers

ordering of the mobile helix and a reduction of the solvent-

accessible metal atom-binding site to 6.1 Å2 as the carboxy-

terminal lobe undergoes a 13.6� rigid-body rotation in the

reconstituted holo structure. The asymmetric rigid-body

rotation observed in YfeA is distinct from the Venus flytrap, in

which both lobes may rotate.

2. Methods

2.1. Cloning, overexpression, purification and crystallization
of YfeA

The cloning, overexpression and purification of native YfeA

were identical to methods described previously using the

pYFE3 plasmid (Radka, DeLucas et al., 2017). A key detail of

the fractionation protocol is to use gentle methods (i.e. pipette

aspiration) when resuspending the cells in hypertonic buffer

(0.2 M Tris pH 8.0, 0.4 M NaCl, 2 mM EDTA) and hypotonic

osmotic lysis buffer (10 mM Tris pH 8.0). Methods such as

vortex mixing may be too harsh on the spheroplasts, as we

have obtained variable results in the overall protein quality

and fraction contamination when using vortex mixing. Purified

apo native YfeA (18� 3 mg ml�1) crystallized by the hanging-

drop and sitting-drop vapor-diffusion methods at 293 K in the

same crystallization condition [20 mM bis-Tris pH 6.3, 50 mM

NaCl, 0.05%(w/v) NaN3, 30%(w/v) PEG 4000] as holo YfeA-

His10. Holo YfeA-His10 was co-incubated with 2 mM EDTA as

described previously (Radka, DeLucas et al., 2017) for energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopic (EDS) data collection. Partial

denaturation experiments utilized purified YfeA-His10 protein

that was mixed with EDTA to give final concentrations of

5 mg ml�1 YfeA and 2 mM EDTA. In separate experiments,

mixtures were heated by between 25 and 50�C in 5�C incre-

ments for 30 s and then cooled for 30 min at 4�C. Precipitate

was removed by centrifugation at 20 000g for 5 min and the

mixture was concentrated to 18 � 3 mg ml�1 YfeA as deter-

mined by A280 and an extinction coefficient of 43 890 M�1 cm�1
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as estimated by ProtParam (https://web.expasy.org/protparam).

Mixtures were then crystallized in 20 mM bis-Tris pH 6.3,

50 mM NaCl, 0.05%(w/v) NaN3, 30%(w/v) PEG 4000.

Densitometry calculations were performed using Licor Image

Studio Lite (http://www.licor.com/bio/products/software/image_

studio_lite/).

2.2. Reconstitution of holo native YfeA

Crystals containing apo native YfeA (confirmed by X-ray

diffraction) cooled in liquid N2 were thawed and subsequently

soaked in 4 ml 30%(w/v) PEG 4000, 20 mM bis-Tris pH 6.3,

50 mM NaCl, 20 mM ZnCl2 for 5 min at ambient temperature.

After soaking, the crystals were flash-cooled again in liquid N2

and X-ray diffraction data were re-collected. The X-ray beam

energy for data collection at the Zn K-shell electron energy

absorption edge was empirically determined by a zinc-edge

scan on a control sample containing zinc prior to data

collection. All data were collected at the zinc edge after zinc

control samples had been used to determine the beam energy.

2.3. X-ray data collection, structure solution and refinement

Diffraction data were collected at 100 K on the Canadian

Macromolecular Crystallography Facility (CMCF) 08ID-1

beamline at the Canadian Light Source (University of

Saskatchewan). The data-collection strategy was determined

using the iMosflm strategy function, targeting �95%

completeness for anomalous X-ray diffraction data. The data

were merged and scaled using HKL-2000 (Otwinowski &

Minor, 1997). A data completeness of �90% and a CC1/2 of

�0.5 in the highest resolution shell were used to determine the

resolution limit. CCanom was calculated using AIMLESS from

the CCP4 program suite (Evans & Murshudov, 2013). Phases

were determined by molecular replacement using PDB entry

5uxs (Radka, DeLucas et al., 2017) as the search model and

Phaser as implemented in the PHENIX suite (Adams et al.,

2010). Model building and refinement were performed using

AutoBuild in PHENIX. Anomalous difference Fourier

electron-density peak heights were reported as the maximum

density contour (contour ceiling) reported when opening each

anomalous map in UCSF Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004). The

figures were generated using PyMOL (http://www.pymol.org).

2.4. Calculation of rigid-body rotation, site 1 pocket solvent-
accessible surface area and randomization of B factors

The YfeA site 1 amino-acid residues (His76, His171, Glu207

and Asp282) were solely selected to define the site 1 pocket.

Figure 1
Analysis of YfeA from the periplasm of E. coli cells expressing the Yfe transporter. (a) EDS spectra of YfeA crystals grown with EDTA in the
crystallization buffer (EDTA) and after 50�C partial denaturation in the presence of EDTA with EDTA in the crystallization buffer (50�C + EDTA), and
of purified YfeA from the periplasm of E. coli cells expressing the Yfe transporter in minimal medium (Apo). Data are represented as the mean of three
data sets, with bars indicating the standard error of the mean. EDTA: YfeA from LB co-incubated with 2 mM EDTA during crystallization. 50�C +
EDTA: 30 s incubation of YfeA with 2 mM EDTA at 50�C. Apo: optimal fractionated YfeA overexpressed by pYFE3 autoinduction in cells grown in M9
minimal medium. (b, c) Analysis of the periplasmic fraction from E. coli cells expressing the Yfe transporter. (b) SDS–PAGE showing 9 h time-course
fractionation after inoculating cells into M9 minimal medium. A representative gel is shown; the experiment was performed three times. An asterisk
denotes the electrophoretic mobility position to probe for YfeA. (c) Densitometry calculation for the relative abundance of YfeA in the periplasm.
Relative abundance is expressed as the percentage of YfeA signal relative to the total periplasm signal in each lane.



Structure models for each conformational state were loaded

into PyMOL and site 1 residues were manually selected and

defined as a single unique object for solvent-accessible

surface-area calculations. Additional parameters were defined

(dot_density, 4; dot_solvent, 1) and the zinc ion and water

molecules were removed prior to performing calculations

using the PyMOL get_area command (i.e. get_area

pocket). Rigid-body rotation and closure percentages

were calculated by uploading the atomic coordinates of apo

YfeA and reconstituted holo YfeA to the DynDom Protein

Domain Motion Analysis server (Taylor et al., 2014; http://

fizz.cmp.uea.ac.uk/dyndom/). To test the change in the B

factor of Glu207 C� across data sets, the phenix.model tool

within the PHENIX GUI was used to manually set the B

factors for all atoms to an artificially high value of 100.0 Å2.

The same tool was then used to randomize the B factor of each

atom to a value of between 90 and 110 Å2. This input file was

then modified as three separate input files for refinement with

the occupancy of the single Zn atom set to either 0.1, 0.5 or

0.99. The three files were then refined against the data sets.

3. Results

3.1. Apo YfeA can be purified from the periplasm of E. coli
cells expressing the Yfe transporter

According to energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopic (EDS)

data and X-ray anomalous difference electron density, zinc is

the predominant YfeA substrate at the c-clamp arch, which is

referred to as site 1 to distinguish this site from other YfeA

metal-binding sites (Radka, DeLucas et al., 2017). Partial

denaturation and chelation conditions marginally reduced the

zinc EDS signals to below previously reported levels and did

not yield the apo protein by crystallography, despite heating

YfeA to 50�C in the presence of EDTA for 10 min [Fig. 1(a)].

Our original fractionation procedure to extract YfeA from the

periplasm of E. coli cells expressing the full Yfe transporter

(Radka, DeLucas et al., 2017) was designed to identify the

substrate at site 1 when YfeA is in the presence of the Yfe

transporter in a quasi-native environment. The quality of the

fractionation procedure, as measured by the decreased EDS

signal in purified YfeA, was improved by using gentle pipet-

ting aspiration specifically when resus-

pending cells in the hypotonic osmotic

lysis buffer (Radka et al., 2018).

Originally, vortex mixing had been used.

A possible explanation for the

improvement might be that gentle

pipetting better preserved the sphero-

plasts, reducing inadvertent rupture of

the inner membrane and contamination

of the periplasm with cytoplasmic

contents, including metals that can

reintegrate with a potentially apo YfeA

(Radka et al., 2018). These changes

enabled the purification and crystal-

lization of seemingly apo YfeA protein

exhibiting relatively low EDS signals

[Fig. 1(a)]. Considering that EDS is a

sensitive technique that can detect

metals in trace amounts, X-ray diffrac-

tion data were collected at the Zn K-

shell electron energy absorption edge to

determine whether any ordered zinc

atoms could be detected in the data. The

anomalous difference electron-density

map revealed a relatively weak 5.6�
peak height at site 1 [Figs. 2(a) and

3(a)], which is essentially apo consid-

ering the anomalous difference peak

height at site 1 increases nearly 12-fold

to 66.6� after reconstituting holo YfeA

from apo YfeA [Figs. 2(b) and 3(b)].

The weak 5.6� anomalous difference

peak height obtained from the apo data

is likely to be caused by a minor

contaminant of holo YfeA molecules in

the apo crystal. Considering that

previous functional assays have shown
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Figure 2
YfeA model fit. (a) Apo YfeA. The model, colored by B factor, is overlaid with anomalous
difference electron density contoured at 5� (magenta mesh) and electron density calculated from a
2Fo � Fc map contoured at 1� (blue mesh). Missing or broken electron density is apparent for helix
7. (b) Reconstituted holo YfeA. The model, colored by B factor, is overlaid with anomalous
difference electron density contoured at 5� (magenta mesh) and electron density calculated from a
2Fo � Fc map contoured at 1� (blue mesh). Contiguous electron density is apparent for helix 7.



that the Yfe transporter is active in E. coli when over-

expressed by the pYFE3 plasmid (Radka et al., 2018; Bearden

et al., 1998), this result indicates that YfeA–Yfe transporter

interactions facilitated substrate transfer in vivo and produced

apo YfeA protein, as expression of YfeA protein in the

absence of the Yfe transporter is always in the holo form and

there is no evidence of cross-talk of YfeA with another

transporter.

Overexpression of recombinant YfeA and Yfe transporter

by the pYFE3 plasmid is driven by the endogenous Y. pestis

yfe promoter (Bearden et al., 1998). Transcription of the

polycistronic yfeABCDE message is upregulated during

nutrient-limited conditions, but the relative rates or amounts

of recombinant protein made by this method have not been

characterized. To better understand gene expression from the

Y. pestis yfe promoter in the context of the production of

sufficient recombinant protein for structural studies, we

compared fractionated periplasm aliquots by SDS–PAGE

taken hourly up to 9 h post-culture inoculation [Fig. 1(b)].

Densitometry analysis of the SDS–PAGE gel calculated that

the YfeA band, previously determined by mass-spectrometric

analysis (Radka, DeLucas et al., 2017), accounted for

approximately 6.5% of the total signal in the 4 h time-point

lane [Fig. 1(c)]. This value increased to approximately 10% of

the total signal in the 7 h time-point lane and remained at 10%

through the 9 h time point. Interestingly, by 5 h the YfeA band

produced a stronger signal than any other individual band in

the lane, and by 7 h YfeA appeared to be the dominant species

in the periplasmic fraction by SDS–PAGE. The final yield of

purified apo YfeA made using the endogenous yfe promoter

was approximately 2–3 mg per litre of culture.

This strategy for the purification of apo SBP protein could

be applied to other cluster A-I SBPs, although care may need

to be taken to optimize expression levels. Some endogenous

promoters such as the yiu promoter may not drive sufficient

gene expression to meet the demands of this experiment

(Radka, Chen et al., 2017).

3.2. Apo YfeA contains a disordered flexible lobe

To preserve the gene spacing in the yfe operon, we did not

add additional artificial residues for purification. Fortunately,

the Fur-induced YfeA, termed native YfeA, crystallized in the

same conditions as previously described for His-tagged holo

YfeA (Radka, DeLucas et al., 2017).

Crystals of apo native YfeA appeared

as thin plates and did not resemble the

fine prisms of His-tagged holo YfeA.

Some crystals appeared to be jagged,

but phenix.xtriage analysis of the X-ray

diffraction data indicated that the data

were not twinned. Diffraction-quality

apo native YfeA crystals were observed

to crystallize in the orthorhombic space

group P212121 and had unit-cell para-

meters a = 40, b = 52, c = 113 Å, which

are 2 Å smaller in the a dimension than

the unit-cell parameters of the His-

tagged holo YfeA crystal form 1 (a = 42,

b = 52, c = 113 Å; Radka, DeLucas et al.,

2017). The structure was solved by

molecular replacement using the struc-

ture of His-tagged holo YfeA crystal

form 1 (PDB entry 5uxs). 70% of all

residues were built using AutoBuild in

PHENIX, but the remaining residues

required manual building because of

significant conformational changes in

the carboxy-terminal lobe and broken

electron density calculated from a

2Fo � Fc map. The final model was

refined to an Rwork and Rfree of 0.19 and

0.24, respectively. X-ray data-collection

and refinement statistics are provided in

Table 1. Intriguingly, the apo data lack

electron density calculated from the

2Fo� Fc map where the model indicates

that residues Pro226–Val238 should be,

and there is insufficient electron density
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Figure 4
Atomic ordering of the YfeA flexible lobe. The holo YfeA reconstitution experiment reveals atomic
ordering of flexible lobe helix 7. (a, b) Enlarged images showing the model overlaid with anomalous
difference electron density contoured at 5� (magenta mesh) and electron density calculated from a
2Fo � Fc map contoured at 1� (blue mesh). The Zn atom is omitted to emphasize the increase in
anomalous difference electron density across soaks, and the site 1 placeholder water molecule (red
sphere) and residues (gray sticks) are shown. In the apo structure (a) (green), 2042 out of 2153
protein atoms are modeled and there is a visible gap between two flexible lobe residues where
Pro226–Val238 should be. In the reconstituted holo structure (b) (yellow), with the spring-hammer
having engaged the Zn atom, all amino acids are resolved as 2153 out of 2153 protein atoms are
modeled.

Figure 3
The spring-hammer mechanism in YfeA. The holo YfeA reconstitution experiment reveals zinc
binding at site 1 triggers the spring hammer. (a, b) Enlarged images show the model overlaid with
anomalous difference electron density contoured at 5� (magenta mesh) and electron density
calculated from a 2Fo � Fc map contoured at 1� (blue mesh) at site 1. The Zn atom is omitted to
emphasize the increase in anomalous difference electron density and peak height (magenta text)
after reconstitution of the holo form. A placeholder water molecule (red sphere) is visible
coordinating site 1 and the nearby Glu256 in the apo structure (a) (green) as site 1 residue Glu207 is
disengaged from the other zinc-coordinating residues. Glu207 replaces the placeholder water
molecule and engages site 1 in the reconstituted holo structure (b) (yellow).



in the vicinity to justify modeling these atoms [Figs. 2(a) and

4(a)]. Therefore, only 2042 out of 2153 atoms could be

modeled. The missing amino-acid residues constitute the base

of the flexible helix 7 and the subsequent loop that have been

proposed to undergo structural rearrangement during metal

transfer (Radka, DeLucas et al., 2017). We interpret this

observation to suggest the bound-metal-induced structure of

the loop may create a high-affinity binding site for the trans-

porter so that the SBP only docks on the transporter when

loaded. This same region is predicted to be essential for PsaA

recognition by the transmembrane domain of the ABC

transporter PsaC (Deplazes et al., 2015). Future studies

include the mutation of Pro226–Val238 to identify key resi-

dues of the proposed high-affinity binding site.

3.3. YfeA site 1 binds metal by a spring-hammer mechanism
as the flexible lobe undergoes structural rearrangement

To test the hypothesis that the holo form of YfeA could be

reconstituted while YfeA remained crystallized, we thawed

the cooled crystals of the apo protein from which we had

previously collected X-ray diffraction data to confirm that

they were indeed in the apo state. After thawing the crystals to

room temperature, we performed a zinc-soaking experiment

and re-collected X-ray diffraction data at the Zn K-shell

electron energy absorption peak. X-ray data-collection and

refinement statistics are provided in Table 1. A 5 min soak

produced fully reconstituted holo YfeA, and comparison of

the reconstituted holo structure with the apo structure

enabled visualization of the structural rearrangement of the

mobile helix in the flexible lobe. The reconstituted holo

structure shows re-ordering of residues Pro226–Val238, and

thus 2153 out of 2153 atoms were modeled [Figs. 2(b), 3(b) and

4(b)]. Amino-acid residues in helices 7 and 8 that are ordered

in the apo structure shift downwards and inwards 5 Å towards

site 1, closing the c-clamp and reducing solvent access to the

site 1 pocket [Figs. 3(b) and 4(b)]. The site 1 solvent-accessible

surface area (SASA) calculated by PyMOL decreases from

94.0 Å2 in the apo structure to 6.1 Å2 in the zinc-soaked

structure (Table 2).

The DynDom Protein Domain Motion Analysis server

(Taylor et al., 2014) independently identified a well defined

mechanical hinge in the carboxy-terminal lobe. A mechanical

hinge creates a stable hinge axis for precise control of domain

closure (Hayward, 1999) and may contain twist or closure axes

depending on their direction (Hayward et al., 1997). The

DynDom server also calculated a rigid-body rotation of 13.6�

and a total closure percentage of 73.7% between the apo and

the reconstituted holo structures (Fig. 5). The closure axis of

rotation is located at the origin of the coordinate plane shown

in Fig. 5 along a z-axis pointing out of the page. The c-clamp

closure percentage and site 1 SASA have an inverse rela-

tionship, emphasizing that the reduced access to site 1 is

related to the closure motion of the carboxy-terminal domain

flexible lobe.

Close inspection of the changes in site 1 between the apo

and the reconstituted holo forms identifies the key change that

triggers the spontaneous refolding of the mobile helix in the

flexible lobe and closure of the c-clamp. In the apo structure,

the site 1 residue Glu207 is completely disengaged and a

placeholder water molecule is observed to coordinate the

nearby residue Glu256 and to establish tetrahedral coordi-

nation of a site 1 water molecule [Fig. 3(a)]. In this confor-

mation, the site 1 residues His76, His141 and Asp282 remain

grouped together as an electrostatic touch fastener primed to

mate with a metal atom. The engagement of the electrostatic

touch fastener with a metal atom pulls the �-strand 5 hinge

inwards and releases the Glu207 spring-hammer. The firing of

the Glu207 spring-hammer triggers the flexible lobe to rotate
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Table 1
Data-collection and refinement statistics.

Values in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell.

Crystal Apo YfeA
Reconstituted
holo YfeA

PDB code 6q1c 6q1d
Data collection

Wavelength (Å) 1.28242 1.28232
Space group P212121 P212121

a, b, c (Å) 40.0, 52.4, 113.3 39.9, 50.9, 115.5
Resolution (Å) 50.0–1.76

(1.79–1.76)
50.0–1.79

(1.82–1.79)
Unique reflections 24085 (1082) 23030 (1135)
Completeness (%) 98.5 (90.5) 99.9 (99.9)
Multiplicity 3.5 (2.5) 6.7 (6.3)
CC1/2 92.3 (75.4) 96.7 (97.3)
Overall CCanom† 4.0 36.9
Rmerge (%) 8.5 (38.2) 8.9 (42.8)
Rmeas (%) 9.9 (48.0) 9.7 (46.8)
Rp.i.m. (%) 5.0 (28.5) 3.7 (18.7)
Mean I/�(I) 35.4 (2.0) 43.1 (4.6)

Refinement
Resolution (Å) 38.5–1.76

(1.78–1.76)
46.6–1.79

(1.81–1.79)
No. of non-anomalous reflections 24035 22885
Completeness (%) 94.6 (75.6) 99.8 (98.7)
Rwork (%) 19.0 (28.6) 18.4 (25.3)
Rfree‡ (%) 23.9 (32.9) 21.9 (26.8)
Wilson B factor (Å2) 30.7 26.3
Average B factors (Å2)

Overall 35.9 31.2
Protein atoms 2042 2153
Solvent atoms 166 H2O 158 H2O, 1 Zn

No. of molecules in ASU§ 1 1
R.m.s.d., bonds (Å) 0.007 0.007
R.m.s.d., angles (�) 0.776 0.815
Ramachandran plot

Favored (%) 99.6 97.1
Allowed (%) 0.39 2.94
Outliers (%) 0 0

Clashscore 4.41 1.16
MolProbity score 1.22 0.99

Model parameters
Average B factors (Å2)

His76 34.6 25.1
His141 27.5 20.2
Glu207 50.0 23.4
Asp282 31.9 19.5
Zinc Not modeled 27.2

Occupancy
Zinc Not modeled 0.42

Anomalous difference (�)
Zinc 5.6 66.6

† Calculated by AIMLESS from the CCP4 suite. ‡ The test set uses �5% of
data. § ASU, asymmetric unit.



about the hinge and close the c-clamp. Therefore, YfeA uses

the same spring-hammer mechanism to bind metal atoms as

described for PsaA (Couñago et al., 2014). We reason that the

Yfe transporter can extract zinc from site 1 and that zinc

binding does not irreversibly inactivate YfeA because zinc-

free apo YfeA was purified from the zinc-containing E. coli

periplasm for this study, and zinc binding provokes the Glu207

spring-hammer and triggers closure of the c-clamp.

3.4. YfeA transitions from apo to holo in the crystal

In this crystallographic study, two clear states have been

described: apo and reconstituted holo YfeA. A statistical

measure that describes the difference between the two states is

the atomic B factor, and the changes that occur from the

spring-hammer mechanism between states influence the site 1

B factors. Overall, the site 1 B factors in the reconstituted holo

data set were 27–53% less than the site 1 B factors in the apo

data set, and the greatest change occurs in the Glu207 spring-

hammer (Table 1). The Glu207 R-group carboxylate carbon

(C�), or the head of the hammer, was the focus of this analysis

because the position of this carbon changes more than any of

the other site 1 atoms after crystal soaking. To control for the

minor difference in data-resolution cutoffs (1.76 Å for the

apo form and 1.79 Å for the reconstituted holo form), we

compared the ratio of the atomic B factor to the average

atomic B factor for each data set. In the apo data, the ratio of

the Glu207 C� atomic B factor to the average atomic B factor

is 1.63, whereas in the reconstituted holo data this ratio is 0.79.

As a more robust test for the transition, we randomized the B

factors of all atoms at artificially high values (90–110 Å2) and

repeated the model refinement. Under these conditions, the

ratios are 1.78 for the apo form and 0.74 for the reconstituted

holo form. The calculations from both analyses are in good

agreement, illustrating differing degrees of Glu207 hammer-

head atomic disorder between distinct states.

Another statistical measure that might be used to describe

the difference between the apo and reconstituted holo data is

Rfree, which will assess the model quality of the conformational

changes that occur between states (i.e. rigid-body rotation and

ordering of the mobile helix). For this analysis, we refined each

structure against the electron density from the other data set

(Table 2). The Rfree for the apo structure increases from 0.24 to

0.31 when refined against electron density calculated from the

reconstituted holo experiment. The Rfree for the reconstituted

holo structure increases from 0.22 to 0.30 when refined against

electron density calculated from the apo experiment. This

comparison demonstrates that the structures represent distinct

states and that the conformational changes that occur between

the states are genuine.

4. Discussion

4.1. Induced-fit conformational changes in YfeA

The stable presentation of apo and reconstituted holo YfeA

trapped within a crystal lattice allowed the induced-fit

conformational changes that occur in response to substrate

binding to be detected. In the apo state, YfeA has three

grouped (His76/His141/Asp282) site 1 metal-binding residues

linked to a rigid amino-terminal domain lobe that serve as an

electrostatic attractant for metal ions. A fourth, disengaged

site 1 residue (Glu207) is linked to a flexible carboxy-terminal

domain lobe containing 111 disordered protein atoms from a

mobile helix. The disengaged residue is also a spring-hammer,

coordinated by a water molecule to help keep the metal-

binding site open with 94 Å2 solvent exposure. When a metal

ion diffuses to site 1, electrostatic attraction to the three

grouped residues causes the metal ion to evict a site 1
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Figure 5
Rigid-body rotation of the YfeA flexible lobe. The DynDom Protein
Domain Motion Analysis server (Taylor et al., 2014) calculates a
mechanical hinge in the carboxy-terminal domain flexible lobe. The
relative position of the hinge axis is at the origin in each coordinate plane
along the z axis that would project out of the page. Relative to its position
in the apo structure (a) (green), the flexible lobe undergoes a 13.6� rigid-
body rotation in the reconstituted holo structure (b) (yellow).

Table 2
Structure-model comparisons.

Structure

Rfree

(apo
data)

Rfree

(holo
data)

Site 1
SASA
(Å2)

Glu207 C� B
(atom/average)

Glu207 C� B
randomized
(atom/average)

Apo 0.24 0.31 94.0 1.63 1.78
Holo 0.30 0.22 6.1 0.79 0.74



placeholder water molecule. The spring-hammer displaces its

own coordinating water molecule to engage and lock the metal

ion in site 1. This conformational change triggers the mobile

helix to reorder as the hammer draws the flexible lobe towards

the rigid lobe in an asymmetric 13.6� rigid-body rotation. This

asymmetric closure reduces the site 1 solvent exposure to

6.1 Å2 and contrasts with the symmetrical rigid-body rotation

of the Venus flytrap model that describes other SBPs. We

speculate that the asymmetric rigid-body rotation represents

the opening of the c-clamp by the ABC transporter and its

closing by induced fit.

Intermediate conformational changes that could occur

during metal binding might be detectable by varying the

crystal-soaking parameters either in time or temperature. It is

important to empirically determine the Zn K-shell electron

energy absorption edge for each synchrotron visit, as the

necessary wavelength for X-ray diffraction data collection can

slightly change between synchrotron visits. These differences

are apparent in Table 1 (1.28242 Å versus 1.28232 Å). Apo

crystals should also be confirmed by X-ray diffraction data

collected at the Zn K-shell electron energy absorption edge

prior to attempting soaking experiments since synchrotron

time is limited.

4.2. Asymmetric rigid-body rotation in other cluster A-I SBPs

Structural comparison of apo and holo forms of cluster A-I

SBPs indicate the minimal changes that occur between forms

occurs in the carboxy-terminal lobe. Specifically, these changes

occur at the base of the carboxy-terminal lobe in proximity to

the mobile helix (Fig. 6). Apo SitA [Fig. 6(a)] was generated

by EDTA chelation (Abate et al., 2014), apo ZnuA [Fig. 6(b)]

was generated by partial denaturation and EDTA chelation

(Yatsunyk et al., 2008; Wei et al., 2007), apo TroA [Fig. 6(c)]

was generated by partial denaturation and phenanthroline

chelation (Lee et al., 2002), apo PsaA [Fig. 6(d)] was generated

by partial denaturation and EDTA chelation (Couñago et al.,

2014), apo MntC [Fig. 6(e)] was generated by monoclonal

antibody interaction (Ahuja et al., 2015) and apo YfeA

[Fig. 6( f)] was generated by cell fractionation after interaction

with the Yfe transporter. The holo forms of TroA (Lee et al.,

1999) and PsaA (McDevitt et al., 2011) used in this analysis

came from separate reports to their apo counterparts. Struc-

tural comparison of apo and holo SitA shows negligible

changes between forms, but this may be because the method

of generating the apo protein did not include partial dena-

turation or protein–protein interaction. Conversely, the

greatest degree of conformational change between apo and

holo forms is observed in the MntC and YfeA comparisons,

which both required protein–protein interactions. Related

changes in the carboxy-terminal lobe base by apo- and holo-

form comparisons support the occurrence of asymmetric rigid-

body rotation in other cluster A-I SBPs. The MntC and YfeA

comparisons yielding the greatest degree of change suggest

that protein–protein interactions may be required to be fully

trigger substrate-transfer conformational changes.
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Figure 6
Structural alignment of apo and holo cluster A-I SBPs colored by r.m.s.d. (a) SitA, PDB entries 4oxr (apo)/4oxq (holo). (b) ZnuA, PDB entries 2ps3
(apo)/2ps0 (holo). (c) TroA, PDB entries 1k0f (apo)/1toa (holo). (d) PsaA, PDB entries 3zk7 (apo)/3ztt (holo). (e) MntC, PDB entries 4nnp (apo)/5hdq
(holo). ( f ) YfeA, apo quasi-native YfeA/reconstituted holo quasi-native YfeA. The distances between aligned C� atoms are colored by a spectrum from
minimum pairwise r.m.s.d. (blue) to maximum pairwise r.m.s.d. (red). Unaligned C� atoms are colored gray.



4.3. Potential SBP–ABC transporter recognition motif

Owing to their high conservation across bacterial species,

SBPs have shown promise as vaccine antigens against Gram-

positive organisms, conferring serotype-independent immu-

nity in animal studies (Gonzalez-Miro et al., 2017; Martin &

Mulks, 1999). SBPs and ABC transporters have also shown

promise in biotechnological applications, including microbial

diagnostics (McKevitt et al., 2006; Reynolds et al., 2009),

fluorescent biosensor uptake (Frommer & Deuschle, 2005)

and increased nutrient uptake (Turano et al., 2015). Although

SBPs share a common c-clamp and high structural similarity

with SBPs that bind similar substrates (Radka, Chen et al.,

2017), SBPs are generally not interchangeable, with a few

exceptions of SBP cross-talk with noncognate ABC trans-

porters (Létoffé et al., 2006; Park et al., 1998). Should an SBP

be designed for cross-talk with a noncognate ABC trans-

porter, applications could be conceived such as a mutant SBP

designed to deliver an inhibitor to an ABC transporter, or a

mutant SBP designed to deliver a new substrate to a highly

abundant ABC transporter. A recent study reporting the apo

structure of the cluster A-I SBP MntC used a monoclonal

antibody to trap the apo form (Ahuja et al., 2015). This anti-

body recognizes the MntC equivalent of the YfeA helix 7. We

speculate that the structural equivalents of YfeA mobile helix

7 and adjoining loops may contain the key site of interaction

between SBP and ABC transporter necessary for instigating

the asymmetric rigid-body rotation. More importantly, this

motif may contain a recognition sequence that communicates

a cognate SBP–ABC transporter interaction, as proposed for

PsaA (Deplazes et al., 2015). Mutating the structural equiva-

lent of helix 7 and the subsequent loop to explore loss of

function (no substrate transfer) and gain of function (cross-

talk) may reveal short polypeptide sequences that could be

synthesized to mimic the recognition motif and potentially

inhibit a transporter of interest.
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